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Abstract. We estimate the consequences of a potential strong decrease of the solar activity
using the model simulations of the future driven by pure anthropogenic forcing as well as its
combination with different solar activity related factors: total solar irradiance, spectral solar
irradiance, energetic electron precipitation, solar protons and galactic cosmic rays. The compar-
ison of the model simulations shows that introduced strong decrease of solar activity can lead
to some delay of the ozone recovery and partially compensate greenhouse warming acting in
the direction opposite to anthropogenic effects. The model results also show that all considered
solar forcings are important in different atmospheric layers and geographical regions. However,
in the global scale the solar irradiance variability can be considered as the most important solar
forcing. The obtained results constitute probably the upper limit of the possible solar influence.
Development of the better constrained set of future solar forcings is necessary to address the
problem of future climate and ozone layer with more confidence.
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1. Introduction
The warming of the Earth’s climate due to anthropogenic greenhouse gases is evident

and can become dangerous for mankind in the nearest future (IPCC 2007). The ozone
layer was endangered by the anthropogenic emission of chlorine and bromine containing
species but is expected to fully recover in the middle of the 21st century due to the limi-
tations introduced by Montreal protocol and its amendments (WMO 2011). On the other
hand the current unusually long solar minimum hints to gradual decrease of the solar ac-
tivity in the future similar to the Dalton minimum of the solar activity (Abreu et al. 2008;
Lockwood et al. 2009). What are the implications of this would-be decrease of solar ac-
tivity for future climate and ozone layer changes? Should we expect any compensation or
enhancement of the anthropogenic effects on the atmosphere in the future? This question
can be addressed only if we take into account all relevant direct effects of anthropogenic
and solar forcing as well as complex feedbacks between different atmospheric processes
(Gray et al. 2010). An expected decline of the solar activity will be accompanied by a de-
crease of the both total solar irradiance (TSI) and spectral solar irradiance (SSI) leading
directly to the global cooling, ozone depletion and cooling in the tropical stratosphere
followed by a deceleration of the polar night jets and cooler winters over northern land
masses (Egorova et al. 2004, Gray et al. 2010). The significance of these effects depends
on the magnitude of the applied solar irradiance forcing. The published estimates of the
TSI change from Maunder minimum to present are highly uncertain and cover the range
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from 0.5 to 5 W/m2 (Gray et al. 2010; Feulner 2011) depending on the treatment of
secular changes in quiet Sun contribution (e.g., Shapiro et al. 2011; Schrijver et al. 2011).
The simulations of the past climate change driven by different TSI reconstructions (e.g.,
Stott et al. 2003; Feulner 2011) have shown that the application of larger solar forcing is
more promising to understand the unexplained global warming in the first half of 20th

century (IPCC 2007). The decrease of the solar activity can also change the pattern of
energetic particle precipitation. The expected decline of the solar magnetic activity will
lead to less intensive deflection of galactic cosmic rays (Barnard et al. 2011) followed by
higher ionization rates in the lower atmosphere. A weak solar magnetic activity in the
future will not be favorable for coronal mass ejections leading to substantial decrease of
powerful solar proton events (Barnard et al. 2011). Substantial decrease of solar wind
pressure followed by weaker geomagnetic activity can be also expected if we apply ob-
served correlation between solar magnetic activity and different geomagnetic indexes.
Therefore, the effects of solar irradiance can be partially compensated by an expected
decrease of the geomagnetic activity leading to less intensive production of nitrogen and
hydrogen oxides followed by less intensive ozone destruction and relative warming in-
side polar vortices (Rozanov et al. 2005; Semeniuk et al. 2011). On the other hand an
increase of galactic cosmic rays flux will facilitate ozone destruction and cooling in the
polar lower winter stratosphere leading to opposite effects, i.e. to an acceleration of the
polar night jets and warmer winters over Europe (Calisto et al. 2011; Semeniuk et al.
2011). The multitude of factors affecting climate requires the application of proper mod-
els, which are able to treat different anthropogenic and solar related forcing mechanism
and atmospheric feedbacks. Therefore, in order to understand the resulting changes in
the atmosphere we apply the chemistry-climate model SOCOL in time-slice mode driven
by anthropogenic and solar forcing. In the following sections we describe the model, the
set-up of performed experiments and discuss the results.

2. Model description and experimental set-up
The CCM SOCOL consists of the global circulation model MA-ECHAM4 and the

chemistry-transport model MEZON. MA-ECHAM4 (Manzini et al. 1997) is a spectral
model with T30 horizontal truncation resulting in a grid spacing of about 3.75; in the
vertical direction the model has 39 levels in a hybrid sigma-pressure coordinate system
spanning the model atmosphere from the surface to 0.01 hPa. The chemical-transport
part MEZON (Egorova et al. 2003) exploits the same vertical and horizontal resolution
and treats 41 chemical species of the oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon, chlorine and
bromine groups, which are coupled by 140 gas-phase reactions, 46 photolysis reactions
and 16 heterogeneous reactions in/on aqueous sulfuric acid aerosols, water ice and ni-
tric acid trihydrate (NAT). The solar irradiance variability represented in the model is
accounted in the radiation and photochemical modules to calculate the response of the
energy budget, heating rates and photolysis frequencies (Egorova et al. 2004). The orig-
inal version of the CCM SOCOL was described by Egorova et al. (2005). Evaluation of
the CCM SOCOL (Egorova et al. 2005; Eyring et al. 2007 ) revealed model deficiencies
in the chemical-transport part and led to the development of the CCM SOCOL v2.0.
A comprehensive description of the CCM SOCOL v2.0 is presented by Schraner et al.
(2008). CCM SOCOL v2.0 participated in the SPARC CCMVal-2 intercomparison cam-
paign (SPARC CCMVal 2010) and showed substantial improvement of transport and
chemical diagnostics; however some shortcomings in the simulation of gas transport still
remains. This version also includes additional source of nitrogen and hydrogen oxides
due to ionization of the neutrals in the atmosphere by different precipitating energetic
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particles. The ionization rates due to the Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) have been pa-
rameterized using the recently developed CRAC:CRII (Cosmic Ray induced Cascade:
Application for Cosmic Ray Induced Ionization) model extended toward the upper at-
mosphere (Usoskin et al. 2010). The model is based on a Monte-Carlo simulation of the
atmospheric cascade and reproduces the observed data within 10% accuracy in the tro-
posphere and lower stratosphere (Usoskin et al. 2010). The results of the CRAC:CRII
model have been parameterized (Usoskin & Kovaltsov 2006) to give ion pair production
rate as a function of the air pressure, geomagnetic cutoff rigidity and solar modulation
potential (SMP).

Table 1. Description of the boundary conditions for the performed model experiments.

Experiment Anthropogenic forcing1 TSI2 SSI3 SMP4 Ap5 SPE6

REF 1995-2005 1367.77 0.0098 741.0 15.05 1995-2005

ANT 2045-2055 1367.77 0.0098 741.0 15.05 1995-2005

APS 2045-2055 1363.87 0.0082 216.0 6.1 N/A

Notes:
1 Anthropogenic forcing includes greenhouse gases, ozone destroying substances, CO and NOx emissions.
2 Total solar irradiance (TSI) is in W/m2 . 3 SSI stands for spectral solar irradiance at 205 nm in (W/m2 /nm).
4 Solar modulation potential (SMP) is in MV. 5 Ap is geomagnetic index. 6 SPE is averaged intensity of solar
proton events.

The ionization rates due to solar proton events (SPE) have to be prescribed. For the
satellite era (1963 to 2008) we applied daily averaged ionization rates as functions of
pressure between 888 hPa and 8*10−5 hPa (Jackman et al. 2008). The ionization rates
were introduced to the model over the polar cap from 60o to 90o geomagnetic latitudes.
The area of ionization by high energy (more than 10 Mev) protons is located well inside
our model domain and their effects should be properly accounted for. The representation
of energetic electron effects is more complicated task, because their energy deposition
occurs mainly outside our model domain (i.e., above 80 km). Therefore, we have parame-
terized the influx of NOx produced by energetic electrons above the model top proposed
by Baumgaertner et al. (2009) on the basis of the empirical relation with geomagnetic
Ap index using their ”average excess” NOx mode. The effect of the energetic electrons
on the mesosphere and stratosphere is confined to the polar vortex. Therefore minimum
absolute latitude of 55o has been used, i.e. the products of the ionization by energetic
electrons can enter our model domain only over the high latitudes. Further downward
propagation of ionization products depends on the presence of polar vortices and appro-
priate vertical transport, which guarantees that the ionization products properly affect
lower mesosphere and stratosphere. The applied parameterization does not include high
(more than 50 KeV) energy electrons which deposit their energy below 80 km. The
lack of this process in our model can be justified by smaller contribution of high en-
ergy electron precipitation events to the total NOx production by particles (Sinnhuber
et al. 2011) and the absence of proper parameterization. The GCR and SPE ionization
rates cannot be directly used in CCM SOCOL which has no explicit treatment of ion
chemistry, therefore it is necessary to convert the ionization into the NOx and HOx pro-
duction rates. Following Porter et al. (1976), we assumed that 1.25 NOx molecules are
produced per ion pair, and 45 % of this NOx production is assumed to yield ground state
atomic nitrogen, while 55 % is assumed to go into N(2D) with instantaneous conversion
to NO. The production of HOx has been studied by Solomon et al. (1981) with a 1-D
time-dependent model of neutral and ion chemistry. They parameterized the number of
odd hydrogen particles produced per ion pair as a function of altitude and ionization
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for daytime, polar summer conditions of temperature, air density and solar zenith angle.
We implement these parameterizations in the CCM SOCOL to take into account the
production of NOx and HOx induced by GCR and SPE from the ground up to 0.01 hPa
level. The errors associated with this approach are within 10-20% (Egorova et al. 2011)
which is comparable with the accuracy of ionization rate calculations. For this study, we
have carried out three 20-year long runs of CCM SOCOL v2.0 in time slice mode (see
Table 1). The reference run (REF) has been driven by boundary conditions for the source
gases, aerosol loading, solar irradiance, sea surface temperatures and sea ice concentra-
tion identical to the CCMVal-2 experiments (Morgenstern et al. 2010) representing the
climatology around year 2000. The same procedure was applied for the solar modulation
potential (proxy for GCR), ionization rates by SPE and Ap index (proxy for low energy
electrons). For the second run (ANT) we applied the boundary condition identical to
CCMVal-2 REF-B2 experiments (Morgenstern et al. 2010) representing the climatology
around year 2050 keeping the solar activity related forcing applied for reference simula-
tion. This run represents the future atmospheric state due to anthropogenic forcing only.
For the third run (APS) we applied anthropogenic forcing identical to ANT run, but the
solar forcing was prescribed for the case of expected strong decrease of the solar activity
similar to the Dalton minimum. All solar related forcing was taken as an average over
the Dalton minimum period. For the solar total and spectral solar irradiance (TSI and
SSI) we have used the latest reconstruction presented by Shapiro et al. (2011). The solar
modulation potential for the Dalton minimum was taken from Steinhilber et al. (2010).
The frequency of the SPE was set to zero according to strong solar minimum case of
Barnard et al. (2011). The geomagnetic Ap index values for the Dalton minimum was set
according to Steinhilber (2011, private communications). The first 10 years of all runs
are considered as a spin-up time which is necessary for the adaptation to the new bound-
ary conditions and reaching quasi-equilibrium state. In the next sections we analyze the
results obtained from the last 10-years of all model experiments. The comparison of the
10-mean climatology allows estimating the potential contribution of the solar forcing to
the future climate change and statistical significance of the obtained results.

3. Results
Annual and zonal mean difference of total odd nitrogen (NOy ) in the future relative

to present for ANT and APS runs is illustrated in Fig. 1. The anthropogenic changes of
NOy are not very large. The project decrease of NOx emissions (IPCC 2007) leads to the
NOy decrease in the northern lower troposphere. Slight NOy increase in the stratosphere
is the result of gradually increasing anthropogenic production of N2O (the source gas
for NOy ). Negative tendencies in the tropical lower stratosphere and polar mesosphere
are caused by relative deceleration of the meridional circulation in the future (SPARC
CCMVal 2010, chapter 4). The application of the solar forcing substantially changes the
results. Introduced decrease of Ap index leads to lower production of NOx by precipi-
tating electrons and significant decrease of NOy in the mesosphere/upper stratosphere.
As expected (Semeniuk et al. 2011) this effect is more pronounced in the polar areas
leading to NOy decrease by up to 80% in the upper mesosphere and up to 20% in the
upper stratosphere. The applied decrease of the solar UV irradiance results in slower NO
photolysis and suppressed destruction of NOy via cannibalistic reaction (N+NO=N2+O)
leading to enhancement of NOy in the extra-polar stratosphere. Enhanced ionization by
GCR leads to additional production of NOy below 20 km more pronounced in relatively
clean southern troposphere. These results are consistent with the estimates of NOy re-
sponse to energetic electron precipitation and GCR published by Semeniuk et al. (2011)
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Figure 1. Annual and zonal mean difference (%) of NOy in the future relative to present for
ANT (anthropogenic forcing, upper panel) and APS (anthropogenic and solar forcing, lower
panel) runs. Hatching represent the areas where the statistical significance exceed 90% level.

and Calisto et al. (2011) and shows that the solar forcing can plays leading role in the
future evolution of NOy . Annual and zonal mean difference of ozone in the future relative
to present for ANT and APS runs is shown in Fig. 2. The anthropogenic effects on ozone
consist of significant ozone increase in the troposphere caused by the enhancement of
ozone precursors (i.e., carbon monoxide) and in the lower and upper stratosphere caused
by substantial decline of the halogen loading in the future regulated by the Montreal
protocol and its amendments (WMO 2011). The later effect is particularly visible in
the southern lower stratosphere, where the ozone hole is not so deep in the considered
year 2050. The ozone decrease in the tropical lower stratosphere reflects an increase of
meridional circulation in the warmer climate (SPARC CCMVal 2010). The decrease of
the ozone in the mesosphere can be attributed to the enhancement of the HOx produc-
tion caused by the increase of the stratospheric water vapor (SPARC CCMVal 2010).
The application of the solar forcing changes the situation dramatically only in the polar
mesosphere, where the decrease of NOy (see Fig. 1) suppresses ozone depletion by cat-
alytical oxidation. In the rest of the atmosphere the solar forcing tends to compete with
anthropogenic. Global cooling due to decrease of TSI leads to deceleration of meridional
circulation and partial compensation of the ozone depletion is the tropical lower strato-
sphere. In the middle and upper stratosphere the decrease of solar UV irradiance leads
to less intensive ozone production and some compensation of the halogen loading effects.
More intensive NOy production in the troposphere due to GCR causes some compensa-
tion of the anthropogenic ozone increase in the upper troposphere. Thus, we can see that
the applied solar forcing works in the direction opposite to anthropogenic effects.

Fig. 3 shows the contribution of the solar activity changes to the future total column
ozone calculated as a difference between the results of APS and ANT runs. The anthro-
pogenic influence results in ubiquitous increase of the total column ozone in the year
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Figure 2. Annual and zonal mean difference (%) of ozone in the future relative to present for
ANT (anthropogenic forcing, upper panel) and APS (anthropogenic and solar forcing, lower
panel) runs. Hatching represent the areas where the statistical significance exceed 90% level.

2050 compare to present day (not shown). This increase is the most pronounced in the
polar regions reaching 70 DU during late spring time, but is also statistically signifi-
cant over the middle and tropical latitudes. These results are in a good agreement with
multi-model assessment (SPARC CCMVal 2010). The influence of solar related forcing
works in the direction opposite to anthropogenic effects leading to the total ozone de-
pletion in global scale. The solar influence is the most important outside of the polar
area leading to substantial compensation of the anthropogenic influence. Over the high
latitudes solar influence is marginally significant, but even in this case it can compensate
about 30-40% of anthropogenically induced total ozone recovery. Annual and zonal mean
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Figure 3. Zonal mean difference (DU) of the future total column ozone between APS (anthro-
pogenic and solar forcing) and ANT (anthropogenic forcing) runs. Hatching represent the areas
where the statistical significance exceed 90% level.
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Figure 4. Annual and zonal mean difference (K) of the temprature in the future relative to
present for ANT (anthropogenic forcing, upper panel) and APS (anthropogenic and solar forcing,
lower panel) runs. Hatching represent the areas where the statistical significance exceed 90%
level.

temperature change in the future relative to present for ANT and APS runs is illustrated
in Fig. 4. The projected increase of greenhouse gas emissions leads to the pronounced
cooling in the entire stratosphere reaching 5 K near the stratopause. The ozone recovery
(see Fig. 2) caused by smaller halogen loading in the future atmosphere partially com-
pensate the cooling due to greenhouse gases. The compensation is almost complete in
the polar lower stratosphere, where the ozone recovery is the most remarkable. The in-
crease of downward infrared radiation caused by greenhouse gases produces tropospheric
warming exceeding 1K. The solar influence slightly alters the pattern of the temper-
ature response. Substantial drop of solar UV irradiance leads to decrease of radiative
heating, ozone concentration and additional (up to 2K) cooling in the stratosphere. The
ozone increase in the polar mesosphere (see Fig. 2) caused by lower geomagnetic activity
slightly compensates the cooling there, but cannot compete with the effects of solar UV
irradiance. The introduced reduction of TSI affects surface energy budget and leads to
global mean cooling at the surface by about 0.5 K followed by tropospheric cooling with
about the same magnitude. The geographical distribution of the annual mean solar con-
tribution to the 2 meter temperature over the land masses is illustrated in Fig. 5, which
shows that the solar contribution is statistically significant almost everywhere and not
homogeneously distributed. The most pronounced cooling (up to 1.2 K) appears over
India, Central Asia, Siberia and Antarctica. The cooling over the other geographical re-
gions is in the range from 0.5 to 0.7 K. This space inhomogeneity can be explained by
the influence of the other introduced solar forcing mechanisms (solar UV irradiance and
energetic particles) which cannot affect global mean temperature but are able to redis-
tribute the pattern of surface temperature response (Egorova et al. 2004; Calisto et al.
2011). The comparison of the temperature changes in the future for ANT and APS runs
shows that the solar forcing can compensate about 50% of the climate warming due to
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Figure 5. Annual mean difference (K) of the future 2 meters temperature between APS (an-
thropogenic and solar forcing) and ANT (anthropogenic forcing) runs. Hatching represent the
areas where the statistical significance exceed 90% level.

pure anthropogenic factors, while in some geographical locations solar forcing can even
dominate.

4. Summary
We have simulated the present and future climate and atmospheric state using CCM

SOCOL v2.0 in time slice mode. To estimate the consequences of a potential strong
decrease of the solar activity we simulated the future using pure anthropogenic forcing
as well as in combination with different solar activity related factors. We have taken into
account possible changes of the total solar irradiance, spectral solar irradiance, energetic
electron precipitation, solar protons and galactic cosmic rays suggesting that the solar
activity will become similar to the Dalton minimum around year 2050. The comparison of
the model simulations shows that introduced strong decrease of solar activity can lead to
some delay of the ozone recovery and partially compensate greenhouse warming acting in
the direction opposite to anthropogenic effects. On the other hand, the anthropogenically
induced cooling in the stratosphere is enhanced by solar forcing. The model results also
show that all considered solar forcings are important in different atmospheric layers and
geographical regions; however, the solar irradiance variability can be considered as the
most important for global problems. The obtained results constitute probably the upper
limit of the possible solar influence. Deeper understanding and construction of better
constrained set of future solar forcings is necessary to address the problem of future
climate and ozone layer state with more confidence. The development of more reliable
solar forcing data sets requires in turn maintaining and extending of all relevant satellite
and ground based observations as well as further theoretical investigations.
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Discussion

Leif Svaalgard: Cosmic rays and clouds. Some believe in this effect some not. Is that
included in your model?

Eugene Rozanov: This effect is not included in the model, because we do not have
physically based parameterization to do it.

Axel Brandenberg: It is not true that there is no data on cosmic rays influence on
clouds. There are lab experiments and mechanisms that have been developed for the
effects of cosmic rays forcing.

Eugene Rozanov: There are some data and mechanisms, but it is not enough to
properly include them in the model. Physically based parameterizations are still not
available.

Eric Priest: How important is UV variability?
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Eugene Rozanov: It is very important. It explains most of the ozone changes and non-
homogeneity of the surface air temperature response. The change of TSI gives rather
homogeneous pattern of the temperature response. For example, the band of cooling
over the Russia is formed by UV changes.

Janet Luhmann: Will the polar ice change affect the results of your model?

Eugene Rozanov: Yes. The model I used here has simplified representation of the see
ice. Better representation of the see ice is necessary. Similar experiments are on-going
with more complicated version of the model.

Mark Giampapa: What are the errors in your estimates from your model?

Eugene Rozanov: The results inside hatched areas are statistically significance at more
than 90% level. The uncertainties depend on the accuracy of the forcing projections,
which can hardly be estimated.

Leif Svaalgard: Before the Dalton minimum and other similar periods there were
several volcanic eruptions, which could produce colder climate. Why not use volcanic
forcing for the future runs?

Eugene Rozanov: We tried to estimate possible compensation of greenhouse effect
and ozone recovery by solar influence. Volcanic forcing is important for the prediction of
future climate, but this question is out of scope of this particular work.

Not identified woman: I would urge you to consider volcanic eruptions in your sim-
ulation of the future climate.

Eugene Rozanov: There is no reliable scenario for future volcanic eruption frequency
and strength. Anyway, if there is enhanced volcanic activity in the future, the compen-
sation of the greenhouse warming and ozone recovery will be also enhanced.
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